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Commodities that took 60 minutes of work to buy in took only  Accordingly, historical evidence makes a
potent case for optimism. Increased productivity of workers led to greater competition for workers, and factory
owners started taking better care of their employees. All of our datasets come from reputable external sources
see Data Sources. Note: Values displayed are based on the nearest match for birth year and current year Of
course, the pace of progress varies and depends on, among other things, ideas, policies and institutions in
individual countries. First, there is no obvious reason why growth should not continue indefinitelyâ€”although
future growth will likely be more dependent on technological change than in the past. About Our Data Human
Progress does not produce its own data. Yet optimism about the current state and future well-being of
humankind is difficult to come by. In fact, over the past 38 years, every additional person appears to have
made resources proportionately more plentiful for the rest of us. The nominal prices of food relative to
nominal wages in can be seen in column 3. Slavery, sadistic punishments, and frivolous executions were
unexceptionable features of life for millennia, then were suddenly abolished. Denying dirt-poor people access
to cheap fossil fuel energy, for example, can mean a death sentence to a newborn child on life support in an
electric-powered incubator in rural Africa. The reality, alas, was much less appealing. If they have increased
over time, that is progress. Throughout the history of our species, people lived in a state of undernourishment.
To create a consistent user experience, we have scrubbed the original regional values from the original
datasets and offer the user a bespoke system for regional calculations instead. Who We Are HumanProgress.
Those can be seen in the second column of the attached graphic. There were also many new developments in
nonindustrial spheres, including the following: 1 agricultural improvements that made possible the provision
of food for a larger nonagricultural population, 2 economic changes that resulted in a wider distribution of
wealth, the decline of land as a source of wealth in the face of rising industrial production, and increased
international trade, 3 political changes reflecting the shift in economic power, as well as new state policies
corresponding to the needs of an industrialized society, 4 sweeping social changes, including the growth of
cities, the development of working-class movements, and the emergence of new patterns of authority, and 5
cultural transformations of a broad order. Regional Calculations for Line Charts Some of our original sources
contain data for individual countries as well as regional data. Not exactly. Europe, for example, experienced
an unprecedented period of peace and rapidly improving standards of living between the conclusion of the
Napoleonic Wars in and the outbreak of World War I in  Life on an 18th-century farm was extremely difficult,
and the city offered the former country dwellers higher wages and new opportunities.


